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    -  What means more children and reproduction or manufacturing and saving money for
things and the preservation of human life and resources and time?   
    -  How can I change the world in order to make it a better place to live, breathe and enjoy so
that we all can celebrate the love of life?   
    -  Why is it wrong to have fun and why does it cost someone else at the expense of enjoying
yourself in order to attain and entertain myself?   
    -  What is more important? Enjoying life or working to create a greater purpose of life and
environment?   
    -  How can I understand all there is to know and develop technology so that people can
advance and replenish indefinitely?   
    -  Is it more important to work, bring up and raise a family or govern, travel and own a lot of
property?   
    -  What is the most important thing in the world to teach children and how can they learn to
tell the truth and not lie in order to understand knowledge?   
    -  If the gift of time is the greatest thing, how can we supply the means to pay for all the
necessary and required services of national pride?   
    -  How can I make more money so I have enough to marry, buy a house and see the world? 

    -  Out of all the things in this world of life, what is the one thing you want to take into the next
life and how can you live to understand the next generations to come?   
    -  How can I learn to make decisions in a right and correct means in order to make and
supply and fill every need and requirement of satisfying peoples' needs?   
    -  What stops people paying the price in order to do and attain everything they pray, dream
and wish for in fulfilling their every desire?   
    -  What else could I think or want to write in order to be happy, content and justified
financially in order to supply the means to do it?   
    -  How do you teach people the love of reading and writing so that it enables them to live,
love and progress faithfully?   
    -  What amount of money or figure of funds in the bank is enough to make you happy and let
you do whatever you want to do?   
    -  What is the price of real happiness? Is it money and the balance, long life and lifetime or
meaning family and children?   
    -  What is more important? Seeing the world and travelling to all the destinations you desire
or working to support a wife and family and bring up children in the right and proper way and
means?   
    -  How can everything be safe, content and justified when there is wilful sinning in the world
and not truth?   
    -  How can we make this world a better place without the suffering, disease and inflictions
that man threaten and hold back the perfection of life?   
    -  What is the sum, total and meaning of all these questions and answers and how can there
be satisfaction in living without the desire to succeed, win and beat in any and every situation?
 
    -  How can a single person love without a companion to talk, share and understand each
other with, even if there is enough money for all?   
    -  TAKE THE LONG WAY HOME. To win a cup, Take the long way home. To have a pup,
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Take the long way home. On the up and up.   
    -  If all the wrong in the world is corrected, how can we maintain the right and manage the
left to organise and produce enough love?   
    -  Of all the luxuries in the world and beautiful jewellery, furniture and cars, is it worth or
needed and required to suffer and pay for it all?   
    -  Are things, sex and food greater than the amount of money, property and entertainment
one can obtain and use for his own good?   
    -  What is the purpose of living if you can't understand the needs and requirements of others
and how you can help to benefit and change the lives of all who come into your path?   
    -  To the palace via the castle; Turn left at the Church and end up at the Cathedral.A pill at
the pub and a hill to the club.   
    -  People in Paris, Lunch in London, Dinner in Dublin, Breakfast in Belfast, Money in Munich,
Dinner in Denmark, Time in Trafalgar, Prayer in Prague.   
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